
Sky Guide AR

**About Sky Guide AR**

With Sky Guide AR, users can identify and observe constellations, planets or satellites in the night

sky. For this, they simply have to hold the smartphone or tablet in the direction of the sky.

Sky Guide AR allows you to explore the night sky. If you always wanted to know which

constellations, planets or comets are just above you in the night sky, the app is just right for you.

To identify planets or constellations, you simply have to point your mobile device at the sky. The

app then automatically aligns itself with the stars and analyzes their position in the sky. Within a

few seconds you will receive detailed information about all planets, constellations or satellites

found in the sky.

**Sky Guide AR - Features:** 

- Learn more about the night sky: With Sky Guide AR you can discover exciting things in the night

sky. The app reliably and quickly identifies planets, constellations or comets that are in the sky

above you. To do this, you just have to hold your smartphone or tablet in the sky and start

analyzing the star positions. After only a few seconds you will receive detailed information and

graphics on all objects that could be identified in the sky. Since the app automatically aligns itself

with the stars, no manual setup of the app is necessary.

- Tracking satellites: In the app you can not only identify planets or constellations, but also

satellites. Track the route of each satellite and get detailed information about each of them. If you

wish, you can also receive special notifications that will let you know when the International Space

Station is above you. 

- Track star positions: A special feature of Sky Guide AR is that the app can look both into the

future and into the past for you. For example, if you want to know where the moon will be in the

evening, the app will tell you reliably. You can also get lots of star information from the past. For

example, with the help of this information you can find out what the stars were like at the time of

your birth.

- Can be used anywhere: Since Sky Guide AR works with or without a Wi-Fi connection, mobile

connection or GPS, the app can be used anywhere and anytime.

Conclusion: Sky Guide AR is not only for astronomy fans great fun. With the help of the app, you

can find out which constellations, planets or comets are currently in the night sky within seconds.


